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ABSTRACT
Many educators have been alarmed by the high dropout rates in
MOOC. There are various factors, such as lack of satisfaction or
attribution, may lead learners to drop out. Educational
interventions targeting such risk may help reduce dropout rates.
The primary task of intervention design requires the ability to
predict dropouts accurately and early enough to deliver timely
intervention. In this paper, we present a dropout predictor that
uses student activity features and then we add learners’ study
habits features to improve the accuracy. Our models achieved an
average AUC (receiver operating characteristic area-under-thecurve) as high as 0.838 (if lacking study habits is 0.795) when
predicting one week in advance. The model with learners’ study
habits features attained average increase in AUC of 0.03, 0.06,
0.08 and 0.05 in different cohorts (passive collaborator, wiki
contributor, forum contributor, and fully collaborative).
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1. INTRODUCTION
One way to solve the high dropout rates in MOOC is to deliver
timely intervention by predicting the dropout probability. Some
researchers focused on extracting features of learners’ study
activities (such as resource accessing) from MOOCs’ log, and
then building machine learning models. Balakrishnan [1] used the
discrete single stream HMMs model to predict whether a student
would dropout or not. [2] tried to establish an extensible real-time
predicting model, which is fit for any different courses. Loya [3]
demonstrated that who executed their learning process on
schedule has greater probability to finish the course in MOOCs.
Liang J [4] predicted a student’s dropout state 10 days later with 3
months’ data into four typical machine learning models
(LR/SVM/GBDT/RF).

divided the students into four groups according to their
participation: passive collaborator are those learners never
actively participated in either the forum or the Wiki, they just
view the resources, but did not have contributions; wiki
contributor are those learners generated Wiki content, but never
posted in the forum; forum contributor are those learners posted in
the forum, but never actively participated in the Wiki; fully
collaborative are those learners actively participated by
generating Wiki content and posting in the forum. Their results
shown that if the sample size of the students group is small
(especial for wiki contributor, forum contributor and fully
collaborative), the predicting accuracy is relative low.
In our work, we focus on extracting more important features of
learners’ study habits features to improve the accuracy of
predicting models, particularly for the small sample size group.

2. PREDICTION PROBLEM DEFINITION
Our data obtained from the 2014 instance of the introductory
physics MOOC 8.MReV through the edX platform. We
considered defining the dropout point as the time slice (week) a
learner fails to submit any further assignments or problems / exam.
The instructor could use the data from week 1 to the current week
i to make predictions. The model will predict existing learner
dropout during week (i + 1) to week 16. For example, current
week is week 7, and we use the logging data from week 1 to week
7 to predict the learners’ performance at week 12 with lead equals
to 4 and lag equals to 7.

3. FEATURES ENGINEERIN
Table 1. Self-proposed covariates

Taylor C. [5] used the dataset of 6.002x: Circuits and Electronics
taught in Fall of 2012 on edX, includes course information and
students’ activity data. In addition to the common simple features,
they produced some complex, multi-layered interpretive features,
and then used them as the input of predicting models. They

We extracted 18 self-proposed features, 7 crowd-proposed
features (according to Taylor’s work [5]) and 6 study habits
related behavioral features on a per-learner basis, these features
are list in table 1, table 2 and table 3. And then these features are
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assembled from different weeks as separate variables to build
predictive models.
Table 2. Crow-proposed covariates

Table 3. Study habits related behavioral features

4. RESULTS
As shown in figure 1, for all learners, our models achieved an
average AUC as high as 0.838 (and lacking study habits features
is 0.795) when predicting one week in advance.

Figure 1. Heatmap for the logistic regression dropout
prediction problem
From feature importance analysis as shown in figure 2, the study
. (x301-306) had played more
habits related behavioral features
important roles in the dropout prediction. Top features that had
the
most
predictive
power
including
problem_finish_percent_pre_deadline24h, study_before_submit,
and time_first_visit.

Figure 2. Heatmap for the logistic regression dropout
prediction problem for three groups
In the future, we will try to using improved predictor each week
within the course progress to deliver
the intervention into small
.
private online course.
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